
CleanSmart and Oxivir

Oxivir TB and CleanSmart are both disinfectants on the EPA’s “List N” (EPA Reg #89896-2) of
products effective against coronavirus and other emerging pathogens.  CleanSmart has a
number of advantages over Oxivir TB, including on the surfaces where it can be applied and its
lower toxicity.  As a result, it is recognized for its efficacy and its safety.

CleanSmart comparison with Oxivir TB

CleanSmart is better suited for use in many facilities than Oxivir TB since it is highly effective
and also non-toxic.  Made by Simple Science of Minneapolis, MN, the product is not an
asthmagen and does not require PPE to apply.

● CleanSmart and Oxivir are both on the EPA’s “List N” and both have EPA label claims for
use in various locations such as offices, schools and gyms.

● While CleanSmart has longer dwell times than Oxivir for most pathogens, If applied
properly, no wipe-down is needed after application, reducing labor costs.  Required dwell
times will be achieved before CleanSmart evaporates.

● CleanSmart’s EPA label includes claims for use around babies and small children,
including on high chairs, toys, and even pacifiers. Given the propensity of young
children to put objects into their mouths, these claims are important for any location
where children may be present. Oxivir does not have these claims.

● CleanSmart is safe for use on food contact surfaces and food preparation surfaces,
important areas for schools to disinfect. Oxivir can be used only on non-food contact
surfaces and countertops, or it must be wiped down after application on food contact
surfaces.

The most significant difference between the two disinfectants is in the safety and toxicity
of their active ingredients, which is critical given the importance of a decision on
disinfectants on the health and safety of employees, custodial professionals, and visitors.

● The active ingredient in CleanSmart is hypochlorous, which is a weak acid that
occurs naturally in our body. Numerous peer-reviewed scientific papers have
shown hypochlorous to be both highly effective and non-toxic.1

● The active ingredient in Oxivir is hydrogen peroxide, which is a strong oxidant
known to cause eye and airway irritation. According to a study published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) in 20192 of over 73,000

2 Dumas et al. Association of Occupational Exposure to Disinfectants with Incidence of Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Among US Female Nurses. JAMA 2(10). 2019.

1 See White Papers previously provided.



nurses followed from 2009-2015, exposure to cleaning products and disinfectants
(specifically bleach, glutaraldehyde, hydrogen peroxide, alcohol and quaternary
ammonium compounds) was significantly associated with an increased risk of
developing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD.  This includes diseases
such as emphysema and chronic bronchitis, which make it difficult and painful to
breathe.  Even once weekly exposure led to a 32% increased chance of
developing COPD.



CleanSmart EPA Label and SDS

Excerpts from the CleanSmart EPA label (EPA Reg#89896-2) are below.

For use in commercial settings such as: Corrections facilities, schools, public restrooms,
institutional kitchens, office buildings, and athletic facilities.



CleanSmart EPA Label Excerpt - Use Sites



The full SDS for CleanSmart is attached, and an excerpt is below:  The product has the highest
possible ratings for safety, and is not considered hazardous per the 2012 OSHA Hazard
Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200).

CleanSmart SDS


